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 part IV. The Executive
 
The
Prerogative
and the
Courts.
The
Prerogative
and Acts
of State.
Powers re-
lattng to the
Legislature.
 it will be found that they can be justified on grounds of convenience
and political wisdom. Prerogative powers are mainly those the^
exercise of which cannot wisely be discussed in a deliberative
assembly, e.g. the disposition of the armed forces; appointments to
the Civil Service; the grant of honours to individuals. Even more is
this true of the prerogative powers of the Crown in relation to foreign
affairs which in this book are discussed as acts of State.1
It has been said that prerogative powers are those powers which
the law recognises as belonging to the Crown other than powers con-
ferred by statute. If an individual disputes the validity of an act pur-
porting to be done under the prerogative, the courts will investigate
whether or not the alleged prerogative power exists. An important
illustration of this is discussed at the end of this chapter. Once,
however, the existence and extent of the power are established, the
manner of its exercise can only be questioned in Parliament. \ The
mere plea of State necessity will not, however, serve to pr<5fect
any one accused of an unlawful act towards a subject. This is a
cardinal principle of English law. ^"With respect to the plea of State
necessity, or a distinction that has been aimed at between State
offences and others, the common law does not understand that kind
of reasoning, nor do our books take notice of any such distinctions*' :
per Lord Camden, C.J., in Entick v. Carrington (1765), 19 St, Tr.
1030; K. & L. 174. There is a clear distinction between the mere plea
of State necessity and reliance upon a prerogative power recognised
by law.
By virtue of his pre-eminence as head of the State the King exer-i
ercises numerous powers in the realm of foreign affairs. Acts done \
in the exercise of such powers are generally known as acts of State. /
Whether these powers mayri^ifl^ be described as prerogative powers^
is a matterjrf argument lathis book they will be treated separate!/
an? fE£ term tffSQ^ative powers will be confined to the power and
jorit^j^foe^ King inr3ation to his jowrf subjects, and not
ts vested in him |n relation to persons owing no allegiance to
<
We may now consider separately some prerogative powers. By
virtue of the prerogative the Sovereign summons, prorogues and
dissolves Parliament.3 The royal prerogative to create peers may be
used on the advice of the Government to ensure the passage of a
Bill through the House of Lords.4 The Sovereign has a right as an
integral part of the Legislature to assent or refuse to assent to Bills.5
1 Part IV., Chap. 10, A.
 *	See per Warrington, LJ., in In re Ferdinand, Ex-Tsar of Bulgaria. [1921]
ICh. 107, at p. 139,
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